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THE game is great. They need to update the map with platforms so you have more choices. Sorry, there was a problem.
Furious Titan free Steam The game is awesome. Play it! Looks amazing and the story is actually more. Look, if they fix
the control issues and the map, this game can be great.Q: How to split a string to find palindrome in C? I need to check
if a given string can be split into 2 parts and the first part should be the same as the second part in a reverse order and
if so the string is said to be a palindrome. The problem here is when I pass "a", it returns true. void main() { char str[] =

"a"; int index = 0; int i = 0; int x = 0; int j = 0; printf("a "); index = 0; i = 0; for(i = 0; i = 1){ if(str[j] == str[i + 1]){
printf("%c ", str[j]); } j = j - 1; } } printf(" "); } A: You need to count the number of characters, including the initial
character. int strlen(const char *str) { int count = 0; while (*str++!= '\0') count++; return count; } The above will

return the number of characters in the string, which includes the initial character and a trailing NULL
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